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By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance,
SJSU College Republicans and the
Chinese Engineering Student Association are three of the nine campus
organizations that will be asking for
funding at the Special Allocations
meeting on Monday.
The meeting will be the first opportunity this semester for campus
groups to request funding from Special Allocations. Two other meetings
are scheduled thi s semester.
The other groups to request funds
are the American Institute of Chemical Engineering, the Association for
Computing Machinery, Tau Delta
Phi, Students for Peace, Associated
Students, and SJSU Campus Democrats.
A.S. Business Administrator
Jean Lenart said the money allocated
to groups comes from the A.S. general fund. Any money remaining in
the A.S. regular budget and the special allocations fund at the end of the
fiscal year on June 30 is reverted to
the general fund.Special Allocations
Chairwoman Sharon Olivier said,
"The auditors haven’t told us how
much we have to work with, but I
hope it’s as much as last year." Special Allocations had $65,000 last year.
she said.
Groups that want to apply for
A.S. funds must be a recognized campus organization, Olivier said. Official campus recognition is gained by
registering with the SJSU Student
Programs Office.
Tonya Talley, from the Student
Programs Office, said groups must
meet certain guidelines in order to
gain status as a campus organization. One of the basic requirements is
the group must have at least 15 students who are currently enrolled at
SJSU, she said.
There are currently 144 campus
organizations, she said.
"All recognized groups are eligible for A.S. funds," Olivier said, adding that there is no limit to the
amount of money they can request.
Groups that seek A.S. funding
must submit an application to the
A.S. Controller’s Office, she said
Olivierreviews the request and
grants or denies administrative approval, which takes at least 10 business days, she said.
If a group gets approval, group
members meet with Olivier to explain their request. At the Special Allocations meeting they present their
case within a five-minute time limit.
and are subject to questioning by the
members of Special Allocations.
"If the request is for less than
$200. Special Allocations can make
the decision," Olivier said. The A.S.
Board of Directors makes the decision for requests that are $200 or
more, and it can increase or decrease
the alloted amount, she said.
"Most of the requests are between $1,000 and $2,000," she said. If
the request is over $2,000 it goes to
President Fullerton for approval."
An organization can request
funding for items. events, or programs, even if it would only interest
that particular group. However, if
Special Allocations grants the funding, the event must be open to all students, Olivier said.
She said it can allocate money in
the form of a grant or an underwrite,
which is a loan. Low priority funding
items such as t -shirts and bumper
stickers are usually funded as underwrites.
Items given high priority by Special Allocations are programs that
promote the Associated Students;
not
events
cultural/educational
funded by the university; and programs that assist groups to become
self-supporting.
"The bottom line purpose of Special Allocations is to help programs
become self-supportive," Olivier
said.
The current Special Allocations
members are: Tim Kincaid, A.S. director of business affairs; Glen Gunter, A.S. director of sponsored programs ; Judy Hermann, public
relations director; and Lenart and
Olivier. Olivier hopes that three other
positions will be filled by tomorrow.
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By Mary Green
In November, students will once
again have the chance to vote on the
proposed Recreation and Events
Center. One of four plans is to be chosen by the Student Union Board of Directors.
Students approved the construction of the facility in an election held
two years ago. But controversy
brought the issue back to the students
for a vote. The second election, held
last March, approved the initiative to
halt the plans. Despite the students’
vote to terminate the construction
plans, the board asked the architects
to continue working on the project’s
plans.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett presented the board with four conceptual
designs for the Rec Center at Tuesday’s SUBOD meeting.
The architectural firm of Hall,
Goodhue, Haisley and Barker of Monterey were contracted to create the
four alternate plans.
Each plan varies in size and cost .
Plan One will have a 7,500-seat
events center and the recreation center will include 10 racquetball courts,
a weight room and a multi-purpose
room. No aquatic center is included.
but there are accommodations for future development The plan costs
$21.3 million with a fall 1985 student

Gene Lieb

Felicia
player
volleyball
Spartan
Schuller exults with Teri Deflusk after
winning Tuesday’s game against North -

Pub videos
feature
top-40 hits
By Dana Perrigan
Daily staff writer

The day -glow orange, dismembered head of Billy Idol floats in the
middle of the screen. The mouth,
couched in a perpetual sneer, opens
and sings the lyrics to the video hit,
"Eyes Without a Face."
Three minutes later Billy’s head
after two quarters
vanishes and
the image
are deposited in the slot
is swiftly replaced with a blonde
wearing shades, tight Levi’s and high
heels walking down a dark alley late
at night. A garage door opens . . .
from a cloud of billowing smoke the
leather-clad Barkays emerge and
break into their answer to Billy Idol
"Freakshow ."
"Freakshow, baby baby on the
dance floor. . ."
For the price of a cup of coffee
students can now choose from among
this month’s top-forty video selections featured on the Pub’s new
$7500
and possibly permanent
video machine.
The new addition, which was installed Monday, is being tested on a
free 30-day trial basis, said John
Caro, SJSU vending manager.
If Billy Idol isn’t your cup of punk
and the Barkays leave you funkless,
there are 38 other selections to choose
including, "Who’s that Girl,"
from
by the Eurythmics; "Miss Me
Blind," the Culture Club; "Love
Bites," Judas Priest; "When Doves
Cry," Prince; "Rock You Like a Hurricane," Scorpion; "Talk’in Out the
Side of Your Neck," Cameo; "Switch
it Baby," Switch; and "Time After
continued on back page

Daily staff photographer

western. The Spartans beat Northwestern 15-9, 9-15, 15-8, 15-13. For further volleyball coverage, see sports, page 6.

fee hike of $37 per semester.
Plan Two will have a 5,500-seat
events center, a recreation center including 10 racquetball courts, a
weight room and two multi -purpose
rooms. An aquatics center will be
made of an Olympic-size swimming
pool, a diving well, a sun deck and a
snack bar. The plan costs $20.9 million with a fall 1985 student fee hike of
$38 per semester.
Plan Three is identical to Plan
Two with the exception of an events
center with 3,500 seats. The plan
costs $18.5 million with a fall 1985 student fee hike of $32 per semester.
Plan Four will not have an events
center. It will have a recreation center also identical to Plan Two with an
addition of two squash courts, a golf
cage, a batting cage and a crafts
area. It will also include an aquatic
center The plan costs $12.3 million

with a fall 1985 student fee hike of $24
per semester.
Total expenditures include construction costs, contract management, contigency allowances, architectural
fees,
landscaping,
equipment, bond costs and debt service payments for 1986 and 1987.
According to to a statement of
projected revenues and expenses,
each plan for the Rec Center would
be run on an annual budget deficit.
For the first year of operation, estimated to be 1988, Plans One and
Three would both run an annual defict in excess of $200,000 and Plans
Two and Four would show a deficit of
more than $300,000.
As the years progress, the defict
will be reduced in Plans One, Two
and Three. But Plan Four shows an
increase in the deficit. This is due to a
lack of revenues generated from an

Four alternative
plans will be
considered for the
Rec Center.
events center, which has been excluded.
The board plans to solicit student

input before deciding which plan they
will submit before the students on a
ballot this November. At the meeting, the board unanimously approved
a timetable that would set deadlines
for the board members to complete
various tasks. The timetable includes
the following:
r Sept. 12 to Oct. 8: SUBOD will
gather student opinion on the four
proposals.
r Oct. 9: SUBOD will select one
plan for the ballot.
r Oct. 10 to 30: The architects
will develop a presentation plan for
display of the plan selected by the
board.
r Oct. 31 to Nov. 13: A display of
the selected plan will be set up for
student viewing prior to election.
r Nov. 14 and 15: Proposed election day.
continued on pages

Fired Spartan vendor fights termination
By John McCreadie
Daily staff writer

Ex-Spartan vendor Giovanni
Panciera filed a written grievance
yesterday with Spartan Shops Inc. to
have his June 26 termination reviewed.
According to Ray Flores, controller and chief personnel officer for
Spartan Shops, the written grievance
will not become official until Panciera makes an oral presentation as
well. He expects this will be done in a
few days.
Panciera worked the vending position in front of the Wahlquist South
Library last semester.
Ed Zant, general manager of
Spartan Shops. said Panciera’s em-

’Panciera’s cart was
the least productive.’
Ed Zant,
Spartan Shops Manager
ployment was terminated because
his full-time position was being
phased out in order to employ parttime students who work for less
money.
"We are going to be using more
students in that area," Zant said.
However, Panciera feels the rea-.
sons behind Ms being fired are much
more than just financial and that
Spartan shops has been hassling him
for some time.
"My girlfriend called Spartan
Shops." he said, "and they said I was
let go because I did not dress to a
code and I didn’t go to work on time."
Panciera said he was never late
to work and no one ever said a word
about how he dressed. Furthermore,
he said he had more seniority than
two of the other vending employees.

’His clothes have nothing to do
ith it," Zant said. "Panciera’s cart
was the least productive."
Panciera is being counseled in
his grievance case by Martha O’Connell. a clerical secretary for SJSU’s
plant operations and a union representative for the California State
Employee’s Association. Panciera is
not a member of the CSEA, but
O’Connell is volunteering her time to
assist Panciera in presenting his case
to Spartan Shops. She has six years of
experience in handling similar grievance cases.

Before leaving at the end of the
spring semester, Panciera told many
of his regular student customers that
he had an art -painting job in Los Angeles, but he promised them he would
return to the campus in the fall.
Panciera left his painting job

early to return to San Jose. He arrived home to find a registered letter
informing him of his termination. He
could have returned to L.A. to continue his artwork, but chose to stay
until the end of September to argue
continued on back page

O’Connell read the "letters to the
editor" in the Aug. 31 Spartan Daily
edition protesting Panciera’s dismissal. She decided to help the exvendor on her own time.
"I’ve seen him for years,"
O’Connell said, "and from what I
have observed, he’s extremely popular with the students."
But Panciera was not loved by
everyone.
"I’m glad to see him go," said
Joe Gulbinsky, vending supervisor
for Spartan Shops. "He was a terrible
employee. He never did his job, created disturbances with other workers
and was obscene to older women."
Gulbinsky, who was Panciera’s
immediate supervisor, said the students who liked Panciera never saw
his violent side.
"He has a very violent nature."
Gulhinsky said. "He’s not bubbly all
of the time. He was constantly threatening me with violence."
According to Spartan Shop grievance procedure, the grievant must
present a written grievance within 10
days. Panciera did not make that
deadline, but Zant has allowed Panciera an extension in presenting his
case, Flores said.

Kathryn Uzzardo

special to the Daily

Giovanni Panciera claims Spartan Shops "hassled" him
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Editorial

Don’t deflate football program
NEWS THAT luxury boxes at SparTHE
tan Stadium are not hot sellers puts the
stadium expansion project in jeopardy
as well as the entire athletic program at
SJSU.
Without the planned expansion, SJSU
stands to lose its Division I status.
If that is the case, a real decline will occur
in the football program and eventually leak
into many aspects of campus life at this university.
The university has illustrated its willingness to support athletics by allowing 61
percent of the IRA (Instructionally Related
Activities) funds available to be channeled to
athletic departments. With that kind of commitment it would seem that pushing hard for
stadium expansion would logically follow.
If the university is going to fund athletics
so heavily, completing the expansion is the
only way to highlight our very good teams.
Football teams are important to college
life. If SJSU becomes a Division II team, attendance at the games will surely drop and
so will our reputation.
A Division II football team will also place
the rest of the sports programs in jeopardy.
Most divisions require member schools to not
only field teams in some sports but also have
representatives in the major sports, such as

basketball and baseball.
The teams comprising Division H are not
of the caliber that fans will flock to see. Pride
in the football teams translates into pride in
the school.
Division II will also not entice good players to attend SJSU. Revenues will be lost and
school spirit will be sacrificed. We will not
have the facilities to offer scholarships, competition and the publicity that budding "pros"
need for their careers.
Obviously academics are the most important aspect of the university, but school, "our
golden years," holds more than just the academic side. We do not advocate letting the
academic side drop, we just don’t want either
of the two sides to suffer.
Those who wanted the luxury boxes then
fled when it came time to sign the dotted line,
are not the only ones in this valley who have
money. Individual and corporation per capita
incomes in Santa Clara Valley are among the
highest in the country. Somebody must surely
want to help our cause. Has every avenue
been explored?
If we want to play in the big leagues,
we’ve got to back it up.
The price of maintaining Division I is
high, but what we stand to lose may well be
priceless.

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.

major, phone number and class standing. The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.

Communique

Tim
). Goodman

Time to put the brakes on emerging idiots
liming in San Jose is the sorst. You must be nuts to
even attempt it.
The problem with driving here is not the roads,
though they could use improvement, the problem with
driving in San Jose is with the drivers. I’ll bet 95 percent
of the people on the road today learned how to drive from
K-Mart driving school. ,

Wendy
Stitt
Every time I get in my car to go somewhere. I promise myself that I will not cause a scene, jump up and
down, and yell obscenities at every incompetent human
being attempting to operate a moving vehicle. I know it
will just raise my blood pressure and besides. I won’t accomplish a thing. But no matter how I try it doesn’t work,
some jerk inevitably does some jerky thing. and I freak
out.
Granted, "freaking out" won’t make great drivers
out of poor drivers, but it doesn’t stop me anyway.

One of my biggest pet peeves IS is hen some gt.1 stops
to merge onto a freeway. The people already on the freeway are probably going no slower than 65 mph, especially
around here. Nothing is more infuriating than someone
slamming on the brakes when they see more than four
cars on a six -lane highway. lam always unpleasantly suprised when that sort of thing happens. Here 1 am going
my own little merry way, when Joe Blow or Jane Doe suddenly decides "to be cautious." It’s not the easiest thing to
do, getting on the freeway in first gear; topspeed. oh
about 20 mph.
But looking on the bright side of things, one immediately gets to know, very well in fact, the people in lane one
when merging. It would be rude to just ignore the driver
of the Mack truck who happens to drop by unexpectedly in
the back seat of your car.
lam not saying it’s bad or dumb to be cautious, but be
realistic about it. Stopping to merge into a high speed
freeway is not the swiftest thing to do, pardon the pun.
It’s not just the slow drivers who cause all the traffic
problems. No, let’s not forget the speed demons and of
course those we all hold near and dear to our hearts, the
truck drivers. First I am going to discuss all those drivers
who think they’re the good drivers because they can put
the pedal to the met al, as the saying goes.
The new addition to Interstate 101 harbors the worst
offenders. This new part of 101 took the place of the infamous "Blood Alley." Sure, it’s a faster route. but it should

be the way some people drive it. It’s a two-lane stretch of
highway with no on-ramps or off-ramps for nine miles;
from Bernal Road to Cochrane Road, there is no way to
get on or off this racetrack. In other words, you’re stuck.
You’ve got those who, in the slow lane, go maybe 45 to
50 m.p.h. maximum. Then you’ve got those in the fast
lane who go 85 to "whenever the engine blows" m.p.h.
or 65 to "whoever I run over first" m.p.h.
If you are a driver who fits in the middle of these
speeds, you are in trouble. As soon as you go out to pass
the "cautious" driver, you’re run over by the "hey. I’m a
cool, fast driver." You can do it though, if you’re diligent
enough.
Now lets get to the truck drivers. I could go on forever
about those guys, but since I can’t, I’ll just ask one question: Why don’t we go back to the old way of delivering everything by train" Not all truck drivers are poor drivers,
and it is a suprise when you run (not literally) into a good
one.
I enjoy driving. No, honestly I do really. I guess
poor drivers area fact of life. Crosses to bear. so to speak.
A friend of mine said if there was one thing she could
be remembered for on earth, to do one charitable act before she dies, it would be to teach everyone in San Jose
how to drive. I agree, except I wouldn’t want to be the one
to teach them. No, I’d hire some driving school
maybe
K -Mart.

Letters to the Editor
Military is taking aim at peace

Daily regiment is not fashionable

Writer not armed with facts?

Editor,

Editor,
According to Webster, a fascist is a person that adheres to, or is an advocate of fascism. Fascism according
to Webster, is any program for setting up a centralized
autocratic national regime with severely nationalistic
policies, excercising regimentation of industry, commerce and finance, with rigid censorship, and forcible
suppression of opposition.
According to Tim Goodman’s article "Pot shots"
(Communique, Spartan Daily, Sept.11), the College Republicans are fascists.
As a Republican, and a member of that club Goodman would like to name neo-fascist, I am appalled at his
stereotyping of a group and amused by the fact that Goodman doesn’t know what he is talking about.
The Republican party believes in less government
control on industry, commerce and finance. If Republicans are fascist as Goodman would have us believe, then
the Republicans would have to want more governmental
controls (similar to the Democratic beliefs).
Also. if Republicans were fascists we would, as a
group, require censorship. This, Republicans also do not
believe in, nor do any other political parties in the United
States. As for suppressing opposition, if the Republican
party felt that way, the protesters at the presidential rally
at De Anza College would not have been let in the gates.
I feel that I should also comment on Drwane Van Leuven’s article in the same paper. "Political goosesteps to
the right."
Mr. Van Leuven’s article also dismayed me. He too
lumped all of one group into a fascist category.
I was at the Reagan rally and I saw the two people
that tore the signs from the hands of the demonstrators.
The act angered me, and I spoke to one of the men that
had ripped the sign, about his cruel and unpatriotic act. I
was called a Communist by this person but I considered
his intelligence and let it go. However, when it comes to
free speech, I again was angered at how the demonstrators behaved during speeches by Senator (Pete) Wilson,
Governor ( George iDeukmenan, and President Reagan.
The chanting of the protesters made it difficult for me to
hear the speeches, and obviously they couldn’t hear and
didn’t want to hear the speeches. This is just as bad as the
two morons that tore up the signs
Again, Mr. Goodman and Mr. Van Leuven should
check to see what a word means before lableing 35 percent of the American population.
Robert E. Comstock II
Junior
Advertising

Editor,
(Marty) Picone’s piece (Opinions, Spartan Daily.
Sept. 12), deals with an important controversy and contrary to his conclusion does not end it. He has helped continue it but has not contributed a greater understanding
because he did not carefullly check the facts.
Unfortunately, it is not true that the United States has
pledged a no first -strike position. I wish it were so. And to
add to your back and forth tug-of-war between the Democrats and Republicans on your staff, neither party’s platform adopted the policy. They both want to keep their options open, so to speak.
The question of superiority is also dealt with falsely
Both the Soviets and the United States have beeen playing
catch-up for some time now, with the U.S. h having the
edge both technologically and numerically at least in
advanced weapons systems. We usually set the standards
and the Russians follow.
Debate about issues is a good thing to promote and
you are doing that, but please try to take less of a partisan
position and go after issues based on more analysis and a
checking of facts.
Marilyn Kjellen-Rogers
Graduate
Mass (’ommunication,

Marty Picone’s editorial about the virtues of a strong
military (Opinions, Spartan Daily, Sept 12) does not, as he
contends, help to understand the military. Instead, this
propaganda piece illegitimately tries to justify an institution that relies on violence and oppression to supposedly
achieve peace.
Picone says that people don’t necessarily join the military because they want logo to war. Enlistees obviously
don’t mind taking the risk, though. But the fact is that by
Joining the military one offers his or her full support and
cooperation with that system no matter how unjust it
IS

It’s hard to understand Picone’s weak arguement
that the military is a deterrent to war. For example, the
United States is supposedly involved in Central America
to achieve peace in that region. Yet more than 40,000 people, mostly civilians, are dead killed with guns and
bombs supplied by the United States. In Nicaragua and El
Salvador we do what Picone mocks as a misconception:
looking around 24 hours a day for an advantageous spot to
drop bombs on someone. Some deterrent. Furthermore.
preserving the peace in South Africa does not mean that
we should support a government that denies 80 percent of
its population the right to vote because they’re the
wrong color
Picone makes a blatant misstatement when he writes
that the United States has pledged never to make the first
strike. While the Soviets have pledged never to make a
first strike, our military planners have stated that they
reserve the right to strike first. They actually view such a
capability as a deterrent factor. Currently the military
has several weapons scheduled to be developed and deployed that are first strike weapons: the Pershing II. the
Cruise Missile, the MX, and the Trident II all of which,
because of their extreme accuracy, threaten a first
strike.
But the most disgusting arguement in Picone’s editorial is his ridiculous excuses for the nuclear weapon buildup. It sounds straight out of boot camp. Ills exactly why
all of us live under the daily threat of 50,000 nuclear weapons. No one can feel safe in such a world. Such a massive
weapons build-up deters only one thing: Peace.
Richard Ramirer
Sophomore
Journalism

The right makes wrong moves
Editor,
The right-wing campaign to take over young minds
through the college campuses was evident in one of the
Business classrooms which featured a gigantic poster advertising the propaganda film "Red Dawn." You know
the one it shows foreign soldiers dropping from the sky
with parachutes. The words say, "In our time no foreign
until now."
army has ever occupied American soil
And, lest you miss the point, "Red Dawn" is also written
in Russian. It is pure political propaganda, coming as it
does just before the election. It is put out by United Artist.
and on their board of directors sits General Alexander
Haig.
I do not think that political propaganda has any place
inside the classrooms at SJSU.
Also, an honored guest at Reagan’s rally at De Anza
(Community College) was Edward Teller, the father of
the H -Bomb ( also known as "Dr. Strangelove" ). The militaristic right-wing is aggressively working on young
minds, much like Germany did in the 1930s. Beware,
America.
Nancy L. Bey
Graduate
Health Science

In a mood
THE world and willing to leave it to
M\l) AT
,ts miserable problems, I sat in a darkened
nbom and let my body and mind wander
someplace reminiscent of Walden.
But there was a problem, like there always
seems to be. My truck had broken down the day
before and I had to disturb my new world and step
back into one with murder, crime, impending war
and other problems that burdened my shoulders.
And to get the truck back, I had to spend money.
I went from blue to bluer and pouted like an .
irrational baby. The problems of the world put me in
that situation, and being much too sympathetic for
my well-being. I was feeling the effects of that
altruistic relationship. It didn’t solve anything, but
at that point maybe I didn’t want it solved.
The mechanic had called up a short time earlier
and told me I could have my vehicle back in
exchange for 8170.
Always on the bad side of a bad situation, it
seemed. Forever, I thought, I’m giving my money
away.
Taking the money out was bad enough, but I also
had to walk down and get it. Another inconvenience.
another problem and no one to blame it on. Blues
like that just build until even a loose shoelace can be
cause for anger. Nothing left to do but accept it. But
at that particular moment, I wasn’t mature enough
to go to that length.
IDID WHAT I always do when I’m low and
sinking fast. I drank. An alcoholic I will never
be, by virtue of an iron will created by being too
close to alcoholics. But it still isn’t a favorable thing
to do when enveloped in sightless rage.
I took the money out of the bank, then walked
slowly and with little affinity for my goal. I stopped
and bought two bottles of Stroh’s. Not enough to get
drunk and not enough to lose my blues, but I was
sick of spending money. I ignored, in my mad-at -the world attitude, the law that bans walking down city
streets with liquor.
Although the walk seemed eternal, my mind
began to loosen its grip on the anger and the whole
pointless, painful but always close at hand feeling of
depression. It all began to crumble, and do-nothing
freedom crept in. I was enjoying it somehow. It just
came over me just as fast as the blues. I kept my
mind busy by trying to figure out how something
once thought dispicable could turn enjoyable. The
walk improved with every step. I stared at all the
rich houses that stood tall before me. There was one
in particular that twill always remember. It was a
white mansion that looked down on me and laughed
at my destitute life. It was a pompous, rich house
:Ind I hate richness, but I loved that house. I looked
tip at the five windows spanning the second story
They were all open and the wind blew in the
curtains. There wasn’t any wind that day that I
could feel, but when you’re rich you can have almost
anything.
Another thing I remembered about the house,
was the almost indescribable aura of it. It looked
like the kind of house that produced little girls that
went to school in white frilly -laced dresses. I was
impressed. I looked at the rest of the houses along
the way, but none were quite as rich or as pompous
I took a long look around and stood contently among
all the beauty this world can produce when the
events of the day don’t get in the way.
I finally made it to the mechanic and he took my
money and gave me the keys. I got into the car, and
a feeling of familiarity collapsed all around. All
sentimental and sad ins straw way, I stared out
the window.
I wanted to walk back home.
Tim Goodman is the forum editor. His columns
epees,
Tuesday and Thursday
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Soviets receive U.S. baby

Banned

American child born in Russia as gesture for peace

Nancy Chan

Daily staff artist

Forbidden books shown
By Eric Rice
Daily staff Writer
The Bible and The American
Heritage Dictionary are just two
of the many books that have been
banned from
libraries and
bookstores in the past.
To guard against future
censorship, the Spartan bookstore
is holding "Banned Books Week"
September 8 to 15.
The bookstore has set up a display of books that have been
banned. Some of these are "The
Grapes of Wrath," by John Steinbeck, many of Shakespeare’s
plays, "Gone with the Wind," by
Margaret Mitchell and "Tarzan,"
by Edgar Rice Burroughs. A partial list of banned books, including
who banned them, where and why,
has also been posted next to the
display.
According to the list, the Die-

tionary was banned from Folsom,
California in 1982 because it contained questionable language. The
list also cites Oliver Twist as
being objectionable because it violates a person’s right to receive an
education free of political bias
Spartan Bookstore Manager
Ron Duvall said it’s important to
call attention to these books, "to
let people realize what can happen
if you let different interest groups
determine what books you should
carry."
Duvall said people have tried
to ban several books and magazines
from
the
Spartan
Bookstore
including
"Better
Skelter," about the Manson murders, and Playboy and Playgirl
because of their nude pictorials.
Nevertheless, the bookstore still
carries them, he said

Student access bill
dropped by Senate
By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer
A bill that would have allowed
student representation on the California Postsecondary Education Commission was defeated by the state
Senate in August.
"We are saddened that students
have effectively been denied access
to the CPEC, a commission which
makes major, long-term policy recommendations to the governor and
the Legislature," said Paul Knepprath, legislative advocate for the
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California State Students Association, the group which proposed the
bill.
CPEC recommends policy concerning higher education in California to the governor and the Legislature. Its membership is composed
of appointed representatives from
various postsecondary institutions,
including the California State University System, University of California
Regents, Community Colleges and independent colleges.
Mike Finley, campus CSSA student representative, said the association had pushed for this legislation
because the commission dealt with
matters such as financial aid and
funding.
"I just don’t see how you can
have something that so affects students, and not have students there,"
Finley said.
Senator Leroy Greene, D-Sacramentii, said his opposition to the proposed bill stemmed from a poorly
written text and problems with student constituency.
"I object to student participation
on this board because the rest of the
members do not have a direct constituency other than the state of California," Greene said. "A student would
be responsible directly to the entire
student body."
He also said the bill’s drafters
wrote it in such a way as to make it
nearly incomprehensible. He quoted
a part of the text which states that the
appointed student would serve two
years. This would effectively deny seniors access to the board, Green said.
According to Finley, students
currently have access to the U -C Regents, California Student Aid Commission, CSU Trustees, and the Community College Trustees, most of
which carry two year terms.
Finley said he and his organizaI ion will push to have the bill brought
up again at the start of the next session, and is pleased that it at least
passed the Assembly and two senate
committees before it failed on the
senate floor.

Banking
machines
delayed
By Mary Green
Daily staff writer
On -campus student banking at
the new automatic teller machine facility on Ninth and San Fernando
streets has been delayed due to technical problems involving electrical
wiring and hook-up with PG & E.
"Scheduled completion date is
expected for the end of September,"
said Pat Wiley, associate director of
the Student Union.
A progress report on the construction of the new building was presented to the S.U. Board of Directors
Tuesday at its first meeting for the
1984-85 school year.
The four banks that will house
teller machines are Bank of the West,
Bank of America, Imperial Savings
and San Francisco Federal savings.
S.F. Federal said they may not be
able to install any teller machines
until mid-October

LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. (AP)
Californians Gerald Krumland and
Ana Costa, who say they had their
first baby in the Soviet Union as a
gesture toward world peace, presented the baby Tuesday for a well publicized birth registration ceremony.
The ceremony, a kind of civil
baptism that is standard for newborns in the Soviet Union, was held at
the ornate Dvorets Malyutka Palace of Infants with piped -in Tchaikovsky music, a Soviet matron wearing a hammer-and-sickle banner and
a Leningrad honorary citizenship

medal for the "peace baby."
Five-day -old Alexander slept
blissfully throughout.
Krumland, 40, and his wife, 31,
said they were from Alameda, Calif.
and journeyed to Leningrad to have
their first child here as a gesture of
peace and good will toward the Soviet
Union.
"We wanted to share something
positive with the Soviet people,"
Krumland told the roomful of Soviet
broadcast and newspaper journalists
who covered the ceremony along
with several American reporters.
The Krumlands said Alexander

was born a week early in the couple’s
Leningrad hotel room and not, as
they had planned, in a Soviet maternity hospital. He weighed just under
eight pounds.
Krumland said he and his wife
used their training from natural
childbirth classes in California to deliver the child themselves. Afterward, mother and baby spent four
days resting in a Leningrad maternity hospital.
"It was fast, I tell you," the
beaming mother said. "This little
guy popped right out."
The couple said they did not tell

New director hired
she faces are that many people either don’t know about the counseling services offered or they don’t
think they need help badly enough
to seek it out.
"All of us need help sometimes," Wall said.
The department offers students personal and academic
counseling. They also offer
workshops on topics such as incest, alcoholism, eating disorders.
and time and stress management
"I think this is a school with
tremendous potential and we have
a very creative staff," she said.
Wall enjoys her new position
and says her "main forte is in developing programs in mental
health and counseling."

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Opportunities in Auditing,
Taxation and Accounting Services

Mai

urdman

Krumland said several members
of the staff at their hotel, the Pribaltiskaya, rushed out to buy clothes for
the baby and flowers for the mother
after Alexander was born.

Canadian beer borders
on the ordinary.
Now don’t get us
wrong. The Canadians
make some pretty fine
beers.
But none of them
slow-roast their malt
like we do.
So no Canadian
beer has the color, the
character, the rich,
incredibly smooth taste
of Killian’s Red Ale.
So the next time
you’re about to order
your favorite Canadian
beer, try a Killian’s
Red, instead.
And try something
that borders on the
magnificent.

WILIANS9)
INSTEAD

Certified Public Accountants
KN1G

"We didn’t know whether they
would consider it a gesture as we
meant it. which they have, thank
goodness, or whether they would consider this too risky . . . and perhaps
cause a rift between the United
States and Russia," Ms. Costa said.

Once you’ve tasted
Killian’s Irish Red,

Plans to improve counseling for students
By Patricia Hannon
Daily staff writer
The SJSU Counseling Services
Department has a new director,
Kathleen Wall, who took over the
position in July as the first permanent director in more than three
years.
Wall most recently served as
director for the Community Mental Health Center in Jacksonville,
Florida.
She said they are currently in
the strategic planning stages for
developing counseling services.
One of her first goals is to assess
the needs of SJSU students. She is
currently collecting survey information from various other universities to help in this assessment.
Some of the biggest problems

Soviet authorities they had intended
the birth to be a peace gesture until
after Alexander was born.
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other car rental companies And it can do a lot for you:

No Fees! Unlike some charge cards, there is no up-front cost or annual fee for Nationars cad

Credit! tbu don’t need a long credit history to qualify And it will help you build a posiEstablish
t ive credit rating
Slick! With your National VIP card you’ll be on your way quickly No long forms to fill out at rental time,
no hassles with cash deposits And monthly statements make record keeping simple.
Trans-Sportable! National has cars to fit any occasion. And your friends, your books (maybe),
your sporting goods. and/or your skis Choose from economy up to luxury cars, from station wagons
to sports cars. And National offers special low rates for weekend and weekly rentals at most locations.
Reliable! Why not take your road trips in style, driving a top-qualitv popular-model car! National is
known for dean, top-condition rental cars So
when you plan a road trip, plan for a quick
and simple getaway with the National
VI.Paedit card. It’s the easy way to
be a Road Scholar
Apply now while you’re still
in school Pick up an application on campus or at a
nearby National Car Rental
location.
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Leukemia patient sues

Lunchtime licks

Doctors patent genes which may fight disease
LOS ANGELES (AP) A leukemia patient whose genes may have
unique disease-fighting properties
sued for a stake Tuesday in a potentially lucrative patent his doctors
took out on a product developed from
his cells.
John Moore’s attorneys say their
client has a right to share in the "billions" that the substance, called the
Mo-cell line, could generate in licensing fees.
Although Moore knew and consented to the use of his blood for research, he was never told it might
have commercial applications, attorney Sanford Gage said.
"Consent to scientific inqury is
not consent to using it for commercial purposes that may have potential
sales of billions of dollars," Gage
said.
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"Shanachie" brought its Irish folk music to a crowd yesterday at the S.U. Amphitheater

BART dumps braking systems
in trains due to overheating
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
Bay Area Rapid Transit System quietly abandoned $1.5 million in safety
equipment after new braking circuits
sparked fires under the trains, engineers said.
"Sometimes in the night you
could see the grids under the cars
glowing red-hot," said a Public Utilities Commission engineer involved in
the test.
The equipment was to help BART
bypass its automatic control system,
which breaks down every 400 hours.
BART’s goal is 10,000 hours between

malfunctions.
PUC records show that the device was suspect as early as April
1980, but it was not until last June
that BART abandoned the five-year
program.
The new safety equipment was
erratic, said Alex E. Lutkus, PUC
rail system safety engineer.
Lutkus said the device would run
the trains too fast and then apply the
brakes with such force that high voltage electrical curcuits overheated.
He said a state engineer saw at least
two cars catch fire during testing.

"The equipment worked," said
Michael Healy of BART, denying that
the safety devices caused any fires.
He did concede that the equipment
caused overheating, and that the concern over fire safety persuaded
BART to dump the program.

Teacher’s aide cleared
of molestation charge
SAN DIEGO AP, Prosecutors
who said they had "no evidence that
is admissible in court" asked Tuesday that a child molestation charge
be dismissed against a former Logan
Heights day care center employee.
The charge was dropped in the
case of Oscar Gomez Garcia, 24, who
was arrested Aug. 28 and had been
held in lieu of $100,000 bail. Garcia
was freed Tuesday morning, officials
said.
Garcia, a teacher’s aide and
four-year employee at the Burbank
Children’s Center, had been arrested
after a 4-year-old girl told doctors at
Children’s Hospital that she had been
molested.
Deputy District Attorney Jay
Coulter recommended that the

charges be dismissed after he said
the girl, who earlier had given a
"complete and very detailed" account of the alleged molestation,
would not testify in court.
"For reasons we don’t know, she
has refused to repeat that story,"
Coulter said. "Her mother has been
completely cooperative. We really
don’t know why she won’t talk
again."
Garcia pleaded innocent to the
charge at his arraignment on Aug. 30.
Coulter’s investigation also included allegations of the molestation
of a 6-year -old girl, but he said the
girl’s parents, for "reasons regarding her best interests, simply refused
to have her appear as a witness.
We’re not going to force them."

San Quentin inmates flood cells
to protest short exercise time
Nearly
SAN QUENTIN (AP)
100 maximum -security inmates at
San Quentin State Prison set fires
and flooded their cells by stopping up
sinks and toilets in a noisy outbreak
Tuesday to protest the amount of
exercise time they receive.
Prison D. Frederic Everly said
at least one prison staff member was
injured when a caustic substance, believed to be shaving powder, was
thrown in his eyes during the twohour demonstration. He was treated
at a nearby hospital, Everly said.
The protest broke out at about 9

a.m when inmates began throwing
things and flooding the cellblock. A
handful of small fires was also
started, Everly said.
Inmates were protesting the
amount of time it takes to bring maximum -security prisoners into exercise yards. claiming this reduced
their exercise time. Everly said. Inmates receive at least 10 hours of
exercise time a week by court order.
The incident was the latest in a
series of disturbances that have
rocked the prison this year.

’I would ask them if
it had any
commercial value,
and they sidestepped
the question.’
John Moore,
leukemia patient
ceive compensation for what profits
have been made from him."
Moore, a 39-year-old sales executive for a Seattle seafood company,
was living in Alaska when he first
went to UCLA in 1976 for treatment of
hairy cell leukemia. His spleen was
removed later that year and he began
feeling better, but Golde and Quan
asked him to continue returning so
they could draw samples of his blood
for research.

He came back about every six
months until about a year ago, when
he began to wonder if his blood was
being used for more than pure research. Gage said Moore’s suspicions
were further aroused because his airfare was being paid and because during the last trip, when he said he
could not stay with his family, the researchers put him up at a hotel in
Beverly Hills.
"They were telling me my blood
had some unusual properties, and
they were experimenting with it,"
Moore said. "I would ask them if it
had any commercial value, and they
sidestepped the question."
Gage said his investigations revealed that Moore’s blood was the
basis for the Mo-cell line, about
which more than 20 articles had been
written. The articles said the line
could be used in research and treatment for cancer, AIDS and other immune system defects, and other viruses.

The U.S. Patent Office issued a
patent on the line last March 20,
which Gage said was further proof of
its unique qualities.

10% DISCOUNT
ON PARTS, LABOR, OR BIKES
WITH STUDENT I.D.

WHO CONTROLS THE PAST,
CONTROLS THE FUTURE,
SUPPORT BANNED BOOKS
WEEK SEPTEMBER 8-15
New & Reconditioned Bikes
FM Cycle, Point Beyond
Mountain Bikes
and Cruisers
Parts & Accessories
Repairs
Bike Painting
All Work Guaranteed

C&C BIKE SHOP

Deukmejian’s health officials oppose state paying for abortions
and I’m not a lawyer," she retorted.
Finally, Swoap and Rank said
they would have any proposed
amendments to the contracts ready
for the committee to see by Oct. 15
3 and one-half months after the contracts were to start.
Swoap and Rank said it was not
unusual for the contracts to be signed
so late last year 40 weren’t signed
until Oct. I. But they admitted that
this year’s contract process was
slowed by an administration decision
in August to review the contracts
more thoroughly after 127 had already been signed.
Representatives of two of the 4)
family planning programs told the
committee of their financial troubles.
The hearing room was crowded
with several hundred adults and
small children from the American
Life Lobby. Several of them attempted to testify to attack Planned
Parenthood and abortions, but were
cut off by Sen. Watson, who said their
testimony was not relevent to the
hearing topic.
The family planning program is
run by the Office of Family Planning
in Rank’s department. The office has

The lawsuit seeks a court determination on Moore’s rights in the patent. Gage said no dollar figure was
specified in the lawsuit because he
lacked specific information on the

The system remains installed but
disconnected on 96 cars after the
PUC refused to allow BART to run
trains faster than 25 miles per hour.
The device would have allowed operators to run trains manually at
speeds up to 80 miles an hour.

Guy withholds clinic funds
SACRAMENTO (Al’) The Senate Health and Welfare Committee
attempted in vain Tuesday to learn
why the Deukmejian administration
has held up 41 contracts for family
planning clinics.
Gov. George Deukmejian’s top
two health officials were grilled by
the committee for more than two
hours, but would not specify what
changes the administration wants to
make in the contracts before issuing
them for the fiscal year that started
two months ago.
The committee chairwoman,
Sen. Diane Watson, D-Los Angeles,
repeatedly asked Health and Welfare
Secretary David Swoap and Health
Services Director Peter Rank what
amendments were planned.
"There is a review to see if
changes are necessary." Rank said.
"What are the amendments"
Sen. Watson asked again.
"We want to assure that family
planning funding does not go to abortions," Rank replied.
"That’s current law," Sen. Watson said. "You’re going to repeat current law?"
"Yes," Rank said.
"I could write that in 10 minutes

Moore’s Superior Court lawsuit
names as defendants the University
of California -Los Angeles Medical
Center, UCLA researchers Dr. David
Golde and Shirley Quan, and the UC
Board of Regents, to whom Golde and
Quan assigned the Mo-cell patent.

worth of the patent.
"Sales could be in the billions,"
Gage said. "We want the court to establish his rights as a patient to re-

$30 million for contracts awarded to
counties and private agencies and
clinics to give birth control counseling and equipment to women who are
not poor enough to be on Medi-Cal

SPARTAN
BOOKSTOR),
SPARTAN SHOPSN INC

Bikes from $65 to $350
131 E. Williams St.
280-0511
San Jose
Open Tues-Sat 10am-9pm

Earn Over $900 A Month
While Still In School
Juniors! Seniors! If you’re a math, engineering or physical sciences major,
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $900 every month.
It’s part of the Navy’s Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly
$22,000 you can earn while
still in school is just the
start.
When you successfully
complete your studies and
become a Naval officer, you
receive an additional $6,000
bonus. On top of that you receive a year of graduate-level training you can’t
get anywhere else at any price.
As an officer in today’s Nuclear Navy you have a career advantage no civilian
job can offer. The Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors in America.
The early responsibility and unequalled experience you get as a member of
the nuclear propulsion officer team place you among the natioiCs most
respected professionals in one of the world’s fastest growing fields.
addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer, after
four years with regular promotions and pay increases you can be earning as
much as $37,400. That’s in addition to a full benefits package.
In

See Your Navy Representative at Career Days
or Call Collect: (415) 452-2900
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The REC in retrospect
1981

1982

Oct.:
A.S. President
Tony Robinson
proposes Rec
Center which
would raise
student fees to
$10 and
increase to
$40 in fall
1984.
Estimated cost:
$13 million

spring election:
Referendum
placed on ballot
and approved
by 59 percent
of students
voting.

1977
Oct. Rec

iix
en
as
ens
irirhe
:ein

Center first
proposed by
Dan Unrah,
now professor
in Human
Performance
Department.
Estimated cost:
$ 1 0 million

od
nd
it
ey

1983
May :
Entire complex
would be built
on ROTC field.
Estimated cost:
$ 17 million
Oct.: EVP
J. Handel
Evans
announced
original cost
estimates were
wrong. $21
million bond
issue needed
for $13 million
complex.

a
Tentative
design shows
two -site center
on ROTC field
and south side
of San Carlos
Street between
Eighth and
Ninth streets
were archery
field is located.

ehe
,ut
en
ne
itTi"I -

1984

1985

Rica

Criiii,;()’.: AV E.

Construction
scheduled to
start.

Feb.:
SUBOD said
not enough
money for
originally
proposed
aquatic facility,
but it would
remain in
master plan in
case funds
could be
secured.
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March :The
Committee to
Stop the
wRECk put
referendum on
ballot aimed at
terminating rec
construction.
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Plan 1
Total cost
$21 3 million
Square footage
142,000
Student fee
$37 per semester
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Nov. 14, 15:
Proposed third
student vote on
Rec Center.
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Plan 2
Total cost
$20.9 million
Square footage
126,000
Student fee
$38 per semester
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Plan 4
Total cost
$ 1 2.3 million
Square footage
72,000
Student fee
$24 per semester
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Plan 3
Total cost
18 5 million
Square footage
112,500
Student fee
$32 per semester
Source Spartan Daily library and Student Union Board of Uirectors

Four separate plans proposed
for students’ third REC vote
continued front page i
A steering committee will meet
next week to plan strategy for gathering student reaction to the four plans.
The Rec Center saga began in the
I970s when an SJSU Physical Education instructor came up with the idea,
but it was never seriously considered. In October 1981, Tony Robinson, then Associated Students president, officially proposed the idea for
a facility. He complained that the
university lacked something to bring
all students together and that a Rec
Center wauld improve the campus
image.
Plans for the center, which Robinson and his executive assistant Jeff
Smith worked on with Robert Bronzan, president of APER Consulting
Services, and then SJSU athletics director, called for it to be a satellite of
the current Student Union. funded by
student fees and controlled by students through the board.
The Rec Center was placed on
the 1982 spring ballot as a referendum and was approved by students
by 59 percent.
The board then passed a student
fee increase of $10 per semester with
an additional increase to $40 per semester for fall 1984.
Opponents of the facility’s construction then entered the picture.

Larry Dougherty. (hen A.S vice
president, formed the Committee to
Stop the wRECk. The 15-member
committee charged that the students
were misled about the center. They
said the facility’s proposed plans
were poorly conceived on the spring

The board plans to
solicit student input
before deciding
which plan they will
submit before the
students on a ballot
this November.
1982 ballot. They also said that the
cost of the center, realistically, could
not be built for $13 million.
Construction costs for the original plan was similar to Plan One, and
estimated at $13 million. Last year a
change in location raised the construction costs to $17 million and the
board said there was not enough
money to fund the aquatics center.
Dougherty succeeded in putting a
referendum on the ballot last spring.
The outcome of the vote showed that

Steve Ayabe
John Basso
Sidney Bowland
Javier Cortez
T. J. Dietschak
Larry Gallagher
Bob Griffin

Doug Huffman, Jr.
John Jeffries
Ed Andra
Tom Leighton
Rob Low
Tom McPeck

Curtis Odle
Curtis Palmer
Mark Schmidt
Lawrence Soares
Chris Wellington
Scott Winter
Todd Worthe

Little Sister Rush begins Friday, Sept. 14, 1984
First Meeting 9:00 P.M.
For More Info

Call Bob Duffy at 279-9601.

KING & QUEEN
CONTESTANTS
ORIENTATION
MEETING
Monday, Sept. 17, 2:00 p.m.
Guadalupe Rm., Student Union

.?). 44

ANYONE MAY APPLY!
CALL 277-3201 FOR
MORE INFORMATION

*******************
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SIGMA CHI
Congratulates
Its Fall
1984 Pledges

84

students v.anted to terminate the construction of the Rec Center. The vote
was 1,895 in favor of its termination
10 1,577 in favor of its continuation.
Dougherty said he may continue
to protest the Rec Center plans.
In a telephone conversation yesterday. Dougherty said he has applied for one of the four positions
open in SUBOD. He also said he is
considering protesting the proposed
election altogether because he feels
the students already voted against
the Rec Center.
Student fees were not increased
to $40 this fall because of the spring
1984 vote to discontinue the REC.
Barrett said.
*******************4,
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Sky queen

Steve Capovilla - Daily staff photographer

Maria Healy (right) soars for a spike,
one of many such chances for SJSU,
resulting in this celebration scene.

Spartans cool Wildcats;
it’ll get hotter Saturday
Rj Eric Rice
Daily staff writer

Spiking its way to victory,
SJSU’s women’s volleyball team
opened the season on the right foot
Tuesday, beating Northwestern University 15-9. 9-15, 15-8, 15-13.
"We played the kind of ball I
want to see us play," Spartan coach

Volleyball
Dick Montgomery said. "We were
pretty consistent, pretty scrappy
and when things started going bad
we stayed in there."
Next up for the 14th-ranked
Spartans is Stanford, ranked third in
the nation in the coaches’ preseason
poll. Game time is 7:30 p.m. on the
Stanford campus.
S.ISU started out slow against

the 19th -ranked Wildcats of Northwestern, trailing 3-0 in the first
game. The Spartans bounced back
to tie the score at 7-7, and then took
the lead for the rest of the game,
winning 15-9.
Northwestern took the offensive
in the second game. Led by the spiking of six-footers Madelyn Meneghetti and Mary Stack, the Wildcats
took a brief lead. The Spartans battled back to tie it at 7-7, but the Wildcats closed out the game, 15-9.
"Our game has to be very consistent, very solid, very aggressive,
and we weren’t that way in the second game," Montgomery said. "We
had moments in all the games when
we weren’t that way, but we played
good enough to win."
SJSU dominated the rest of the

match, only sputtering at the end of
the fourth game. In that last game,
the Spartans led 14-9, but let the lead
shrink to 14-13. Finally, the Spartans
put it away.
Montgomery felt inexperienced
hurt his team a little against Northwestern. "My feeling is that as the
season goes on, as we get more experienced and more matches under
our belt and practice more, we’re
going to get better and better.
"Consistency is important to us,
because
we’re
really
inexperienced."
NOTES Linda Fournet led
the Spartans with 21 kills, while
Christa Cook added 15. Teri DeBusk
paced the team in aces with four,
while Cook had three. The block
leader for the Spartans was Felicia
Schutter, who had seven.

SJSU rediscovers a forgotten man
Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer

Tony Smith got lost in 1983, and
the Spartans are glad he found his
way back this season.
You might remember Smith, the
receiver whose first collegiate reception was an 84-yard bomb against
Stanford on the Spartans’ first play
from scrimmage in 1982. You may

Football
also recall that he caught three
two of them
passes for 118 yards
going all the way for touchdowns.
Well, Smith wandered off last
season, but if he keeps playing the
way he has so far this year everyone
in the nation will remember his
name.
Smith ran into trouble at summer
school in 1982, fell short of the required units needed to participate in
athletics and was forced to redshirt.
"I never felt like quitting, but I
did feel like I had let the team and the
coaches down," Smith said. " It was
tough to find out I wasn’t going to
play, but I worked hard to come
back."
He came back strong, grabbing
six passes for 135 yards and a pair of
touchdowns in a spring game, and so
far this season has caught 10 passes
for 130 yards and a touchdown.
In the second quarter of last
week’s game against UNLV, Smith
made certain everybody noticed he

was back. With the Spartans trailing
coach Jack Elway to Gilbert was as
13-0 in the second quarter and the Re- smooth for Smith as his move from
bels double-teaming Keith McDon- Southern California. "I found it
ald, quarterback Bob Frasco hit
harder to communicate with Elway.
Smith six times for 71 yards on one coach Gilbert is easy to communicate
drive, the final catch good for a four- with."
Although he did not play in last
yard touchdown.
Smith, though, didn’t get lost on year’s game against Arizona State.
Smith will be no stranger to the Sun
the road to SJSU.
Devils. Two friends from Southern
Smith, a senior majoring in administrative of justice, was recruited California, defensive backs Eric
Allen and Vince Adams, will lineup
at Mesa Junior College by then deopposite him.
fensive coordinator Claude Gilbert.
"I don’t know them real well
Gilbert was trying to recruit dewe played together last summer. It’s
fensive players and landed Smith. "I
not as bad as Fresno State, where my
wanted to come here because of the
cousin plays cornerback," he said
passing offense. San Jose always has
Smith and the Spartans have
good receivers."
Smith follows in the footsteps of made an adjustment for Arizona
ex-Spartans Stacey Bailey, Mark State, one they used successfully last
Nichols, Mervyn Fernandez, Tim year against the Sun Devils. "We’re
Kearse and Eric Richardson, all pro- going to use a little different formation. I’m going to lineup out wide this
fessionals.
Smith grew up "two blocks from week. and Keith (McDonald) is going
National City," located between San inside. It worked against them last
Diego and Mexico. His father, a re- year."
In the first two games this seatired Navy man, was transferred to
San Diego from Texas and brought son, McDonald has lined up wide and
the family west. "I grew up with my gone in motion before the snap, but
two brothers and four sisters. We the Spartans are going to change
lived in the same house for 17 years," things around this week.
Smith said.
If Smith keeps catching passes at
Tony is the only member of the his current rate, he’ll end up with 50
family living north of Los Angeles,
or more at the close of the season
which hasn’t created any problems.
And if opposing teams keep double"They don’t mind," he said, "as long
teaming the other Spartan receivers,
as I’m in California."
leaving Smith one-on-one with a deThe transition from departed fender, he may get more

kj WIN 000

By the end of the season everyone may have forgotten Tony Smith
was lost.
Piano Harpsichord Musicology
RAY McINTYRE
Prof. Vienna Conservatory 11 years
Teaching principles cited in
New Grove Dictionary of Music
225-4476
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ATTENTION!

All New and Continuing EOP Students
You Must:
I.

Update your EOP file before September 21.
A. You must have on file a signed EOP Program Contract.
B. You must provide EOP with a current local address,
phone number, and message phone number.

II.

III.
Voriko Noguchi

Officials didn’t allow this catch by kneeling
wide receiver Tony Smith against New Mex-

Daily staff photographer

ico State, but he’s caught on well for the Spartans, who face Arizona State Saturday.

Submit your Class Schedule before September 21.
Meet with a tutor before September 14.
NOTE: You will be required to meet with your tutor as recommended by the EOP-Tutorial Coordinator in order to be in
compliance with EOP regulations.

IV.

Sign up for Study Skills Seminars.

ly
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Berry’s son transfers to SJSU
Rick Berry, the son of Spartan
basketball coach Bill Berry, will
transfer from Oregon State to
SJSU, the Associated Press reported yesterday afternoon.
The younger Berry, a 6-foot -7
forward, averaged five points a
game last year as a freshman for
Ralph Miller’s Oregon State Bea-

vers. He injured his foot during the
sixth game last season, but returned to the starting lineup after
10 games.
The Associated Press said the
younger Berry transferred because
of his dissatisfaction with Oregon
State and his desire to be closer to
his parents Morgan Hill home.

The Associated Press
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The elder Berry could not be
reached for comment late last
night. All Bill’s wife Reese would
say is that, "( Rick ) is thinking
about transferring."
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The younger Berry was a star
player at Live Oak High School in
Morgan Hill

Memories of The Incident
still haunt Decker, Budd
The video tape machine clicks on
and there is the race all over again the smooth start, the comfortable
pace. It is all going so well, exactly
according to plan. And then it happens.
There is Zola Budd, a stride in
front. There is Mary Decker, about to
move on her. Their legs tangle and in
a split second, Decker is down, her
Olympic dream shattered in the infield of the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum track.
Decker has watched the tape of
the 3,000-meter race over and over
again. "Too many times," she says.
By now, every move in it must be
burned indelibly in her mind. But she
swears that it has not scarred her
psyche.
"The (mental) hurt is not there,"
she said. "What is there is something
that has added fuel to my fire. It has

l’age

given me something I’ve possibly
lacked for the last year, and that’s
drive and interest. The last year
prior to the Olympics, things have
been mundane and in a way boring
just because I’m running the same
times and I want to improve. Whatever I’ve gained inside (from the
Budd incident) is going to push me
over the next hurdle timewise. It’s
stirred something in me. It’s not regret and it’s not hurt. It’s determination.
"Now, there’s something to run
for, getting back on the track, racing
and pushing myself to limits I
haven’t been able to achieve in the
past. It generated emotions and energy in a positive fashion and that always ends up with better results in
the end."
As for the incident, it is strictly
past tense for her.
"At this point, I want to put it be-

Daley

Jim Bricker
T HaTE
1DINJCW

INPADE, svr

hind me," she said. "It happened. It
was one of those things. It was unfortunate that it happened at the Olympics."
The two women have not spoken
since Budd attempted to apologize
soon after the accident, although the
coaches of the two runners have
huddled. "Amongst the four of us, we
felt we ought to put it behind us. I’ll
remember it the rest of my life. But
things like that happen. It was an unfortunate incident. It’s history. I hope
to make more positive history in 1988.
I hope she continues running. I know
I will."

Leaf Notes

Kevin Yeager
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For herself, Decker wants that
continuation to come soon. When she
fell in the Olympic race, she suffered
a deep tear at the junction of her hip.
"The doctors are concerned it might
be cartilage," she said. "I doubt it
and I hope I’m right."
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Gators nailed for 107 violations

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) - A
preliminary investigation of the University of Florida football program
by the NCAA uncovered 107 alleged
rules violations ranging from illegal
recruiting practices to spying on opponents.
The Southeastern Conference
school received official notification of
the charges Tuesday in a 75-page letter released by Marshall M. Criser,
university president.

"This is a painful process for us
all," Criser told a news conference.
"It is a true test of our ability to
weather a storm of intense emotion
and grim reality."
Whiles number of the allegations
appeared minor - such as an assistant coach lending a player $20 that
was later repaid - several others
were more serious and alleged direct
involvement by Coach Charley Pell.
Also implicated were several

present and former members of
Pell’s staff as well as a number of
boosters, including New York Yankees owner George Steinbrenner.
Some of the charges involved the
sale of complimentary tickets, and
one charged alleged that Pell administered a fund of at 94,000 "from
which he withdrew cash to pay costs
that could not be paid by the university without violating NCAA legislation."
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Campus Crusade for Christ will
be holding a study and fellowship
meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in

ment session at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow
in Sweeny Hall Room 120.

Sweeney Hall Room 100.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will be holding a meeting at 4 p.m.

The Akbayan Filipino-American
Club is holding a general meeting at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room.

today in the Student Union Almaden
Room.

,

Women’s Gym Room lot.

The SJSU Bicycle Club will be
holding a meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow
in the Student Union Almaden Room.

The SJSU Student Health Service
is sponsoring an Outreach Blood
Pressure Screening service at 10
a.m, today in the Student Union near
the Associated Students office.

The SJSU Teacher Education Division will hold a student group advise-

The SJSU ’Folk Dancers will be
having a dance at 8 p.m. tomorrow in

"Images." a Public Affairs Program will be held by the College Republicans in rebuttal to Walter Mondale’s speech at 6 p.m. at the SJSU
radio station, KSJS.
The SJSU Ski Club will have a
camping trip to Yosemite this weekend. For more information including
carpooling, contact Shelly Hermosillo at 272-0764 or Suzy Welden at 2683835.

A’s will have Moore of Jackie
LiAKLAND
Af’t Jackie
Moore, who took over the Oakland
A’s on May 24 when Steve Boros was
fired, will be back to manage the
team next season, The Tribune reported today.
The Oakland newspaper quoted a
source in the A’s front office as saying that the team would make a for-

mat announcement in the next "two

or three days."
The team appears to be standing
behind their new skipper, who has led
the team to a 48-54 record since assuming the manager’s post.
"I think the attitude is good about
Jackie," said third baseman Carney

Lansford. "I haven’t heard anything
negative.
"You certainly can’t blame
Jackie Moore for the season we’ve
had," Lansford added. "It’s the players. We’re the ones who have to score
the runs and play the defense. And
the pitchers have to do their jobs."
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Ex-vendor begins
grievance process
continued from page
his case, he said.
"These students gave me respect and honor," Panciera said,
"and there is no way I have gotten
respect and honor from Spartan
Shops."
According to Panciera, last
year’s vending manager Ron Matuszak promised him a $1 -per hour raise, permission to paint the
vending carts and an agreement
not to move Panciera from in
front of the main library. None of
these promises were kept, he said.
Zant said Matuszak is no
longer with Spartan Shops and
that he knows of no such agreement.
The Spartan Shops grievance

policy has essentially four steps in
making a formal grievance:
A grievant must talk with
his immediate supervisor.
A written grievance must
be presented to the department
manager within 10 days that a
problem is known to exist. The department manager then hag 10
days to give him a written reply.
The general manager gets
a written grievance and he, too,
has 10 days to act on it.
- If an employee is still not
satisfied, he can submit his grievance to the personnel committee
of Spartan Shops’ board of directors. The board has 30 days to
make a motion on the grievance
and its decision is final.

Video jukebox plays
student favorites
continued from page
Time," Cyndi Lauper.
If the machine becomes a permanent fixture, the selections will be replaced each month with an updated
top-forty list, Caro said.
He said there are about 300 machines in operation in the country
now but he doesn’t want to commit
himself on something that might not
go over.
"It’s supposed to be a hot item,"
he said. "They’re all going like gangbusters."
Caro said the system isn’t completely hooked up yet, but it will soon
be interfaced with more speakers
and with the large screen behind the
stage.
"Right now the volume is too
loud," he said. "With the other speakers hooked up, you’ll be able to hear it
clearly, with less volume and less distortion. It’s too unsettling right now."

what they need is a better speaker
system. And they shouldn’t sucker
you into playing the video (50 cents)
instead of a record (25 cents) just for
the better sound."
"I like it," said Pub employee
Karen Fontana. a senior majoring in
Spanish. "It’s good for the people
who work here a little entertainment while we’re working."

Construction disrupts auto traffic
Drains replaced
on Fourth Street
By Patricia E. I la nnon
Daily staff writer
Construction workers have been
tearing up parts of Fourth Street to
replace storm drains for several days
and it looks like the disruption will
continue for at least another month.
Two of the three lanes of traffic
will be closed at various places between San Fernando and Reed
streets before completion of the new
storm system in mid-October. The 36inch drain pipes which are now used
are being replaced by 54-inch pipes to
increase the efficiency of the current
drainage system.
"It’s impossible for a job as big
as that not to be disruptive," said Bob
Kenton, division chief in charge of design and construction for San Jose’s
Department of Public Works.
Although it is the contracting
company’s, Ernest E. Pestana, Inc.,
responsibility to make sure traffic is
not disrupted, Kenton said, "if you
only did it a couple hours a day it
would never get done."
The project is centered around
Fourth Street but will eventually
have tributary lines leading into the
new system and draining into nearby
Quadalupe River.
Kenton said there have not been
problems of flooding in the area and
the new drainage system is being
done as a preventive measure
against private property damage in
the event of heavy storms.
"The impetus for doing it now is
to get it into the ground before we
start rebuilding downtown." Kenton

Steve Capovilla Daily staff photographer

Construction workers replace dilapidated city
storm ii drains on Fourth Street between San
said.
He said the old drainage system
was put in when the needs of the city
weren’t as demanding as they are
now and "we believe we need a better
system."

Fernando and Reed streets. Completion of the
city project is scheduled for October.

A spokesman for San Jose’s Design and Construction Department
said the "lane we put the trench in
will be a littly wobbly" until it is resurfaced, but traveling over it after

Kentucky zoo seeks to preserve species

the pipes are in should be no problem.
"We will try to make it as fast as
possible. We apologize for the inconvenience. It couldn’t be helped," he
said.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API
Visitors to the Louisville Zoo are treated
to the daily activities of 700 animals
living in open-air compounds that resemble wilderness habitats, but
there’s more here than meets the
eye.
Tucked neatly in the midst of the
The video unit, which is man- 60 exhibits and educational
displays
ufactured by Row International, was is a small hospital that is the
center
connected to the old German juke- of the facility’s conservation
and rebox. The 45s on the jukebox can still search programs, which
have earned
be played separately, but at half the the zoo international
attention and
volume of the video selections.
acclaim.
This spring, for example, the zoo
"It’s nice," said Tyrone Butler, a
junior majoring in business. "But announced the birth of a Grant zebra

a colt later named Equuleus, after
a small constellation that had been
transplanted as an embryo into the
womb of a 26-year-old quarter horse
mare. It was the first successful birth
of a zebra to a surrogate mother, and
the technique broke new ground in
the area of possible methods through
which threatened species may be
saved from extinction.
Another program has been the
zoo’s ability to establish and sustain a
breeding colony of captive woolly
monkeys, an achievement unmatched anywhere else, said chief

veterinarian William Foster.
Both projects will be open to the
scrutiny of veterinarians and animal
researchers in October, when the
Louisville Zoo hosts an international
conference.
The gestation period for a zebra
is 11 months and by using surrogate
mothers to allow for development of
embyros, a zebra mare can be bred
nine times in one season, Foster said.

icant tool, it is not something that is
going to save all endangered species."
Because Grant zebras do not face
extinction, he explained, the zoo’s experiment, similar to projects under
way at other zoos, is more noteworthy as a "tool with which to build conservation techniques" for all animals, rather than just the single
species.

Although he called the embryo
transfer "probably the most fantastic thing" he has been involved in.
Foster noted that while it is a "signif-

Foster said his staff planned to
spend another year working with
Grant zebras before turning its attention to more exotic species of zebras.
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Sept. 14: Deadline to turn in
add/drop form to drop course
with no penalty.

Sept. 21: Deadline for late
registration
and
adding
classes.
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Owill fit easily into
your schedule.
Now taking care of your banking
business can be as easy as passing Pizza
Appreciation 1A.
With the AmTime Banker,* you can
get quick cash, make deposits, transfer funds,
without ever leaving campus.
Look for a Bank of the West’ rep
outside the Student Union anytime Monday
through Thursday 10AM to 6PM, and Friday,
10AM to 3PM. And find out how easy it is
to open an account.
Then start fitting the hank into your
schedule.

Free Offer
Pick up a FREE 6-pack of soda when yt)U open
an account with one of our on -campus reps.
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